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HW03 Collinearity, Principal Components and Factor Analysis (100 points) 


Some Definitions: 


Factor - A linear combination of the original variables.  They represent the 


underlying dimensions that summarize or account for the original set of observed 


variables. 


 


Factor Rotation - The process of manipulating or adjusting the factor axes to 


achieve a simpler and more meaningful factor solution. 


 


Orthogonal - Mathematical independence, no correlation of factor axes to each 


other, at right angles or 90 degrees. 


 


Orthogonal Factor Rotation - Factor rotation where the factors are extracted so 


that their axes are maintained at 90 degrees.  Each factor is independent of, or 


orthogonal to, all other factors.  Correlation between factors is 0. 


 


Factor Analysis- For a large number of variables where there are several groups 


of variables that are correlated, there is a need to group together the variables 


that are correlated.  Factor analysis provides the tools for analyzing the structure 


of the correlations among a large number of variables by defining sets of variables 


that are highly interrelated, these are known as factors.   


Note that factor analysis is a controversial multivariate methodology popularized 


by psychologists specializing in psychometrics. When faced with the challenge of 


identifying underlying dimensions in multivariate data, many statisticians prefer to 


stick with unrotated principal components.  But, you do need to know what factor 


analysis is. 


Reading for this assignment: 


Regression Analysis by Example Chapter 9, pages 233 – 251 


Regression Analysis by Example Chapter 10, pages 259 – 287 


For the assigned reading, try to focus on the topics mentioned here: 








Chapter 9 P233 orthogonal predictor variables, p238 discussion re predictor 


variables with low t-values, p235 residual plot, 239 pairwise scatter plot and 


correlations, p245 signs of collinearity, and p248-250 VIF > 10. 


Chapter 10 p259 predictor variables transformed to a set of orthogonal variables. 


Some other reading in case you would like more.  It is not required that you read 


these but the more examples you see the more places you will find to use your 


skills. (These are posted in the Reading Section): 


PCA Chapter 3 by Everett & Dunn 


Factor Analysis Chapter 12 by Everett & Dunn 


Factor Analysis by Stoetzel 


Factor Analysis by Morrison Chapter 7 


Eignevalues and Eigenvectors 


Making Sense of Data by Myatt 


 


Data for this assignment: 


You ask customers to rate a restaurant on: food taste, food temp, freshness, 


waiting time, cleanliness and friendliness.  By analyzing customer responses, you 


find that the variables food taste, temperature and freshness combine together to 


form a single factor of food quality.  Waiting time, cleanliness and friendliness 


combine to form a factor of service quality. 


 


There is a recorded session on PCA and FA along with some ppt slides.   


This assignment is a tutorial of the topics PCA and FA.  The Python code in the 


assignment will perform the analysis and provide results.  Look at the output in 


conjunction with your reading.  Try to understand the capability and usefulness for 


these topics.  More complete understanding will come with use.  There are many 


options for this analysis but this assignment will cover the main topics and provide 


a solution. 


Data Description:   


The variables are taste, temp, freshness, wait, clean, friend, location, parking, view 


and overall.  There are 1000 records.  Each record represents the results of a 








customer satisfaction survey ranking the restaurant on a scale from 1 to 10 with 10 


being high.  The first 3 variables combine to form a measure of food quality, the 


next 3 relate to service, while the next 3 measure convenience.  The final variable 


asks the customer to rate overall impression of the restaurant.  Key question: 


 


What should the restaurant owner focus on to try to raise the overall rating? 


Deliverable 


Run the Python code for this analysis.  Feel free to expand on the code for 


more analysis. 


Write a paragraph or more that you would give to the restaurant owner 


explaining the methodology applied to this analysis, the results of this analysis 


and what to focus on to raise the overall rating.  Include any plots that you 


think would help the owner be convinced your work is correct.   


 


The document should be submitted in pdf format. 
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